Chanel Walker-Bailey

❖ Published Author
❖ Motivational Blogger
❖ Inspirational Speaker
❖ Talk Show Personality

A survivor and overcomer after suffering in silence for over 30 years with bouts of
chronic depression, Chanel made a final decision to take her life back! Through her
committed faith, consistent application and refusing to believe that life had nothing
more to offer, she is now a force to be reckoned with in her own right!
Chanel is determined to support others in getting free by disclosing her journey in
complete transparency. She is undaunted about sharing her story and road to
recovery whenever the opportunity presents itself. Totally free from the grips of
shame and blame, Chanel’s quest is to fulfill her life’s purpose by getting her
testimony, messages, and inspiration to the world in Real Bold Truth!
To book for speaking events and interviews contact RBT Ministries at 302-635-0709 or
visit www.chanelwalkerbailey.com

“Chanel Bailey is an amazing woman! Chanel was the
Dreamers Blog Writer for K.I.S.H. Magazine. I commend her
professionalism, punctuality, writing skills & talent! Many
readers are empowered & inspired by her magazine articles! I
recommend Chanel as a valuable business contact and
extraordinary Magazine writer as she leads by example in all
areas of empowering people around the world!”
Dr. Kishma George, CEO & Founder of K.A.G. Enterprises

“Chanel is an exceptionally gifted motivational speaker.
She has the ability to articulate on vast amounts of topics
while making them palatable and desirable She is
energetic and infectious!.”
Brenda Divers, CEO & Founder, Heart Ministry Radio

“Chanel is a Powerful, Anointed, Chosen woman of God, who
speaks words that bring healing, deliverance, revelation and
confirmation. She is truly a gift!”
Pastor Mary Cooper, Founder of Daughters of Esther Ministry
“Chanel is an awesome Transformational Speaker. Her two
online TV shows, blog, and her public speaking all showcase
her positive energy, transparency, and passion to inspire
others to make changes in their lives.”
Coach Valarie Brown-Baul , CEO & Founder, Spiritual Path
Alliance (SPA)

